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ABSTRACT
Cross sections for the interactions

of ultrahigh

nucleons are evaluated using contemporary
structure

functions.

of magnitude

For 10” eV neutrinos,

energy neutrinos with

information

the cross section is an order

larger than the values traditionally

cal calculations.

about nucleon

Some consequences for interaction

used in astrophysirates in the earth

and for event rates in large-scale acoustic and electronic detectors from
generic astrophysical

neutrino

sources are noted.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent observations’

of neutrinos correlated with supernova SN 1987a have ex-

tended the range of observational
confirmed the utility

neutrino

of large-volume

astronomy

beyond the solar system and

detectors for that purpose.

The neutrinos

question, most of which are presumed to be electron antineutrinos,
energies on the order of tens of MeV, characteristic
annihilations

during the supernova collapse.

by the large detectors

the atmosphere:

tions of extragalactic

to the long-standing

radiation
hoper-’

of

(UHE: X10’* eV) cosmic neutrinos from sources beyond

astrophysical

Cygnus X-3s, the isotropic

have

produced in e+e-

The discovery of neutrino

gives new encouragement

detecting ultrahigh-energy

of neutrinos

typically

in

(-

neutrinos

associated with r-ray

101s eV) neutrino

point sources like

flux produceds,’

cosmic rays with the microwave background,

in the interacor a diffuse UHE

neutrino

flux associated with the decay of superconducting

relatively

late Universe.* This paper is devoted to a survey of rates for interactions

of UHE neutrinos

and their implications

New understanding

cosmic strings in the

for detector characteristics.

of the characteristics

of nucleon structure

functions at large

scales Qs and small momentum fractions z has made possible improved estimates9J0
of the inclusive cross section for the reaction v,N
paper,“’

-+ p- + anything

Quigg, Reno, and Walker presented a detailed calculation

current cross sections for neutrinos

and antineutrinos

In a recent
of the charged

at energies ranging from lo9
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to 1019 eV.

The calculation

is straightforward

in principle,

dard electroweak theory and the renormalization

following

group-improved

parton model. In

practice, however, there are subtleties associated with the ultra-high
sidered, and at the highest energies the resulting
order of magnitude

energies con-

cross sections are more than an

larger than the cross sections previously

physical applications.

from stan-

used in many astro-

The results of Ref. 10 make precise the remark of Andreev,

Berezinsky, and Smirnov”

that the growth with increasing Q2 of parton distribu-

tions at small Bjorken z enhances the cross section.
The enhanced charged current cross section has implications
underground

for event rates in

detectors which were explored briefly in our earlier work’s and in work

by Gaisser and Grillo.12 The increased cross section boosts interaction
also raises the opacity
attenuation

of the earth to incident neutrinos

of the neutrino

and thus increases the

beam en route to a detector.

considered in analyzing the expectations

Both effects must be

for a specific experimental

situation.

In this paper we extend the results of Ref. 10 in several important
5 II we review the calculations

of cosmic neutrinos

to detect than the charged current interactions,
both for interaction

ways.

In

of the charged current cross section of Ref. 10 and

compute the UHE neutral current cross section as well. Although
neutral current interactions

rates, but

appear considerably
this information

for the moment
more difficult

is of potential value

rates and for the question of beam attenuation

in the earth.
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Section III deals briefly with the interaction
At the highest energies we consider, - lOi
We calculate event rates for the interactions

lengths of UHE neutrinos

in the earth.

eV, the earth is opaque to neutrinos.
of cosmic neutrinos in large underwater

acoustic detectors in §IV. Then in §V we discuss discovery limits as a function

of

the volume of a detector for point and isotropic sources with a variety of energy
spectra. Our conclusions are presented in §VI.

THE TOTAL

II.

NEUTRINO

It is straightforward

CROSS SECTION

to calculate the inclusive cross section for the reaction

v,N + ~1~+ anything,

nfp

where N = parton

model.

2

is an isoscalar nucleon, in the renormalization

The differential

scaling variables z = Q2/2Mu

cross section is written
and y = v/E,

[wk,

where -Q*

(2.1)

is the invariant

outgoing muon, Y = (E,-E,)

momentum

group-improved

in terms of the Bjorken

aa

Q*) + 41-

Y)‘&

Q*)] ,

transfer between the incident neutrino

(2.2)

and

is the energy loss in the lab (target) frame, M and MW

are the nucleon and intermediate

boson masses, and GF = 1.16632 x 10v6 GeV-r

-6

is the Fermi constant.

~GQ*)

=

+,Q*)

=

The quark distribution

U&G Q*) + dub, &*I + u.hQ*)

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T

functions are

+ d.(z, Q*) + st(z
2

2

92)

+

b,(Z

92)

U,(G Q*) + d.(z, Q*)
+ ~(5, Q*) + L(z, Q*),
2

where the subscripts v and s label valence and sea contributions,
denote the distributions

quark distributions
are proportional

M&/2M)

are independent
to the neutrino

and in the parton-model
of Q*, the differential

idealization

that

and total cross sections

energy. Up to energies E, - 10” eV, the familiar

of the QCD-evolution

lence component,

and u, d, c, s, t, b

for various quark flavors in a proton.

At low energies (E, <

manifestation

,

of the parton distributions

is to decrease the va-

and so to decrease the total cross section. At still higher energies,

the gauge boson propagator
the effective interval

restricts

Qs = 2ME,sy.to

in z to the region sSM$/2ME,.

the effect of this damping is to further
coupling, parton model approximation.

values SM$,

At modest values of Qs,

diminish the cross section below the pointAndreev, Berezinsky,

and Smirnov”

pointed out that the growth with increasing Q* of parton distributions
hances the cross section. Using the parton distributions
et al. found neutrino

and so limits

have

at small z en-

available to them, Andreev,

cross sections 2-3 times larger than the scaling prediction,

for

E Y = 10” eV.
Knowledge

of the quark distribution

functions has advanced markedly

over the
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eight years since the publication

of Ref. 11. For applications

lider physics, the QCD-evolution

of the quark distributions

Eichten, Hinchliffe,

Lane, and Quigg13 (EHLQ)

5 GeV* < Qs < lo* GeV*.
turbatively

The resulting

to high-energy

has been studied by

for lo-’

< z < 1 over the range

distributions,

which include the per-

induced heavy quark flavors, make possible an improved

the neutrino

col-

estimate

of

cross section. This is made timely by the appearance of increasingly

capable detectors for cosmic neutrinos.
For neutrino

energies up to about

contain all the information

required

10”

to evaluate the neutrino

higher energies the effect of the intermediate
tributions

from the region z < lo-‘,

distributions.”

eV, the EHLQ

boson propagator

parton

distributions

cross sections.

At

is to emphasize con-

outside the range of validity

of the EHLQ

For such small values of z, the behavior of the parton distributions

at values of Q* large compared to the QCD scale can be calculated,
in detail by Gribov,

Levin, and Ryskin. l5 The double logarithmic

(DLA) is used to sum the “most leading” contributions

of the DLA parametrization

approximation

to parton distribution

tions. For Q* - M$, the DLA solution should be trustworthy
The combination

as described

func-

so long as z > 10-s.

with the EHLQ quark distributions

thus covers the full range of z and Q* relevant to the UHE vN cross section for
astrophysical
McKay

applications.

In utilizing

the DLA form we follow the suggestion of

and Ralston9 who based upon it an analytic

estimate of the UHE neu-
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trino cross section. The comparison

between our methods and results was given in

Ref. 10.
The calculations

we report employ Set 2 of the EHLQ structure

z > 10e4. We thus include the full Q*-evolution

functions

of the parton distribution

functions

for both sea and valence quarks.. For smaller values of z (which contribute
icantly only for neutrino
antiquark

for

signif-

energies in excess of 10” eV) we use for each quark and

flavor i the DLA expression of Gribov, Levin, and Ryskini5 and McKay

and Ralstong:

where

SNC
P = -logi
bo
f(Q2)

Here N, = 3 is the number
(for this application,

5).

=

log log $.

of colors and bo = (UN,

For the EHLQ

ter is A = 290 MeV

and Es = [(Qi)

tions of the structure

functions

distributions,
= f(5 GeVr).

are normalized

- 2nf)/3

the QCD scale parameThe small-s

Numerical

Carlo routine VEGAS.‘s

integrations

extrapola-

so that for zs = lo-‘,

zoq:(zo, Q2)=‘LA = zcqf(zs, QZ)EXLo. This iixes the normalization
value of Q*.

for n, flavors

we have

Ci(Q2) for each

were carried out using the adaptive

Monte

-7-
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Cross sections for charged current scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos

from

isoscalar nucleons are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 1. At the highest energies, where
the contributions

of valence quarks are unimportant,

cross sections are identical.

and antineutrino

At the highest energy displayed, E, = 10” eV, these

results are ss much as an order of magnitude
used in astrophysical

the neutrino

larger than parametrizations

For a complete comparison

calculations.

widely

and references to

earlier work, see Ref. 10.
A parallel calculation
differential

leads to the neutral current cross section. In this case the

cross section for the reaction v,,N -+ Y + anything

is given by

[zq’(z, Q2) + ~(1 - Y)~$‘(z, Q’)] ,

where Mr is the mass of the neutral
distribution

q’(z,Q*)

functions

intermediate

boson. In this case the parton

are

u.(z,
Q2) + d.(z, Q*) + 42,
2

=

(24

u.(z, Q2) ; d&

Q2) + A(+ Q2)

tL2

2

u

+

L2j

d

+

Q2,) (Re + Rjl +

(2.7)

(
(h,

ii”(~,Q*)

=

u&

Q2) + h(l, Q’))(L: + R:) + (&Q2)

Q2) + d&, Q*) + U&G Q2) + d.(z, Q*) (R2 +
2.

(
u.h

+ ts(~, Q2))(LT,+ R:)

2

)

”

R21

d

Q2) ; dab, 91)) (Lz + Li) +

(

(~&>Q*) + br(~, Q*))(L: + R:) + (~(2, Q2) + t.(qQ’))(L:

+

(2.8)

+ R:),
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where the chiral couplings are

and zw = sin’&

Ld

=

2
-1+-z&+?
3

&

=

4
--zw
3

Rd =

2
-zw
3

(2.9)

is the weak mixing parameter.

have chosen zw = 0.226.”

For numerical

calculations

we

The dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the neutral current cross

sections. The summed neutral and charged current cross sections are displayed as
solid lines.

III.

THE EARTH

IS OPAQUE

The rise of neutral-current
energy makes the probability

TO UHE

NEUTRIN&

and charged-current
of neutrino-nucleon

ume increase, and so the interaction

cross sections with increasing
interactions

in a ilxed target vol-

length

Lint =

1
%+%)NA

(3.1)

where NA = 6.022.10’s is Avogadro’s number, decreases. The interaction

lengths for

neutrinos

energy E,.

in the earth are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the neutrino

For reference, we indicate as a dashed line the earth’s diameter (3.4 x 10’ cm.w.e.)

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T
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in centimeters

of water equivalent.

smaller than the earth’s diameter.
for antineutrinos

Above E, N 10’s eV, the interaction

length is

The cross sections, and hence interaction

lengths,

are equal to those for neutrinos

above about 10” eV.

To make our remarks about the opacity of the earth more quantitative,

we show

ss a function of zenith angle 8 in Fig. 3 the shadowing factor

g

integrated

= exp(-lo,N(E,,)NA)

= eXp(-e/&t),

(3.2)

over azimuth, for several values of E,. Here

I! =

(R, - d)2 co.+ 0 + 2dRe - d2 - (R, - d) cos 0

is the distance traveled through
the depth of the detector.

the earth, Re is the radius of the earth and d is

At E, = 1013 eV there is very little shadowing.

10n’ eV, shadowing is substantial.
the angle indicated

(3.3)

Above

At each energy, zenith angles between 90° and

by a black dot contribute

to half the total upward flux for an

isotropic source.

IV.

UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC DETECTORS

The larger neutrino cross section implied by the QCD evolution of the structure
functions makes feasible underwater
UHE neutrinos.‘s

The DUMAND

acoustic detection of the diffuse cosmic flux of

projecti

may include a microphone array sensing

a volume of 100-1000 km3 of water at a depth of several kilometers.

The energy

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T
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threshold for efficient detection of charged current neutrino

interactions

is expected

to be at neutrino energies on the order of 1016Y1017eV. At these very high energies,
the dominant

conventional

source of neutrinos

scattering off microwave photons, producing
and produce neutrinos.
primary

proton spectrum

is from very high energy protons

charged pions that subsequently

This is the mechanism responsible
at Er w 102” eV.*O Acoustic

nos would provide important

information

decay

for the cutoff in the

detection

of these neutri-

about models of galaxy formation

and

evolution.
Recently Hill and Schramm’

have reconsidered

nos, taking account of pion photoproduction,
mological effects. An essential ingredient
microwave background,

the flux of cosmic ray neutri-

pair-production

reactions,

and cos-

is the flux of cosmic protons through the

which may be inferred from current observations

cosmological models of galactic evolution.

For example,

“bright

or from

phase” modelsrl

suggest that at earlier epochs, the brightness of galaxies was enhanced relative to
their present brightness,

and that the luminosity

lows their optical luminosity.
of Z, the redshift
ray protons.

of maximum

of galaxies in UHE cosmic rays fol-

Models of cosmic protons are parametrized
activity,

We take as characteristic

in terms

and 7i, the spectral index of the cosmic
values z = 4 and 6. Current

observations

suggestZZ that -y = 3 for UHE protons, but the inferred index of the injection
trum before passage through the microwave background

spec-

can only be constrained

in

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T
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the range from 7; - 1.5 - 3. Figure 4 shows the Hill-Schramm

neutrino

flux for

these redshifts as well as for the case of neutrinos associated with only the observed
high-energy proton spectrum, labeled by z = 0. The spectra plotted are for electron
neutrinos or antineutrinos;

the flux of muon neutrinos

would be about a factor of

two higher.
We use this diffuse neutrino
observed in an underwater

flux to calculate the number of events that may be

acoustic detector.

The interaction

rate in a volume V

of water is

I?= E-,l d& dni(Ev)
/ Y
where 10” eV~E~“~lO”

%N(J%)

dS(dE;l,

n,

(4.1)

NAV,

eV is the energy at which the detector becomes sensitive,

and the shadowing factor dS(E,, n) is given by (3.2).
dfl

As examples of the event

rates to be expected, we take V = 100 km3, although a volume as large es 1000 km3
may be reasonable.

We assume a depth d = 4000 m, but the results are relatively

insensitive to this choice, so long as d < Re.
The calculated
injection
calculated

event rates for z = 0, 4, and 6 are shown in Tables l-3 for

spectra with indices 7; between 1.5 and 3. In addition
with the shadowing

arise if there were no attenuation

factor (3.2), we show the event rates that would
of the incident beam, i.e. for dS/dSl = 1. The

comparison shows that the earth is nearly opaque to the neutrino
energies, so that essentially

to the results

all the interactions

are initiated

beam at these

by downward-going

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T
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neutrinos.
For z = 0, the event rates are insensitive to EF”

because the flux is flat out

to Ev N 2. 1Or3 eV, so that most of the events come from energies considerably
above EFin. For the bright phase models, the interaction
if EF”

exceeds 10” eV, sa the flux drops rapidly

rate decreases significantly

above 10” eV. Tables 2 and 3

contain event rates for EFi” = 1Or6 and 10” eV, where the sensitivity

to EFin is

not extreme.
For z = 0, the calculated
of protons.

neutrino

flux is normalized

to the observed spectrum

High energy protons accelerated at large distances from the earth are

screened by the intervening

material.

Therefore the observed proton flux represents

only protons accelerated locally, within some characteristic

distance RL of the earth.

However, protons accelerated out to the Hubble radius RH will produce neutrinos
in their inelastic encounters with the intervening
unabsorbed

material.

to the earth. Hence the z = 0 neutrino

The neutrinos will pass

spectrum should be enhanced

by a factor Rm/Rr. c- 20. Even with this enhancement,

we expect only a few events

per year for EFin > 10’s eV and the most generous case of an injection

spectrum

with index ri = 1.5.
The situation

is much more promising for the bright phase models, provided the

detection threshold can be set at 10” eV or below. Except for the csse ri = 3.0 at
z = 4, we expect at least a handful of events with the 100 km3 volume assumed for

-13-

the detector.

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T

At the other extreme of ri = 1.5 and z = 6, a 1 km3 detector would

suffice for initial studies.
Atmospheric

neutrinos

are a negligible background

We take as the flux of atmospheric

muon-neutrinos

at these very high energies.
and antineutrinosra

for E, >

1016 eV
NL)

km’ yr sr 10’s eV) -r .

= 3'J40:ev

The flux of electron-neutrinos
With an energy threshold

at E, = 1O’c eV is about a factor of forty smaller.
of EFin = 10’s eV, approximately

0.1 event per year

would occur in the generic acoustic detector we have considered.
threshold by an order of magnitude

Increasing

the

decreases the event rate by almost three orders

of magnitude.

V.

DISCOVERY LIMITS

Thus far, the discussion of neutrino-induced
but conventionalmodel

event rates has relied upon a specific

of the source of UHE neutrinos, the scattering of high energy

protons on the cosmic microwave background

radiation.

As a final application

of

the neutrino total cross sections, we consider event rates for an unspecified isotropic
source characterized

by a spectral index 7 and normalization

jY(EY) =

N (A)-’

N:

(km* yr sr lo’* eV)-’

.

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T
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As an initial step toward defining the detector parameters required for observation
of a given flux j,, we evaluate the event rate as a function of the flux normalization
N, the spectral index 7, and the effective volume of the detector.
Let us consider an isotropic flux of muon neutrinos

characterized

by (5.1). The

rate of charged current events is given by (4.1); se a reasonable first approximation
we take the effective volume V to be independent
what combination

of flux normalization

at least one upward-going

of neutrino

energy. We now ask

and volume will result in the detection of

muon per year, for a given spectral index.

are shown ss solid lines in Fig. 5 for various values of the minimum
Efn

required for detection.

The results

neutrino energy

This provides a rough and generic way of taking into

account different detector thresholds.

For comparison,

we also show as the dashed

lines in Fig. 5 the value of NV required for one downward-going

charged current

event per year, for which there is no screening by the earth. At E~‘nX10’5

eV, the

effects of screening are manifest.
For lower values of the spectral index 7, the event rate is dominated
highest neutrino energies. Consequently,
sensitive to the energy threshold.

by the

the required values of NV are not highly

For higher values of the spectral index, the steep

dependence of flux on neutrino energy means that the event rate will be dominated
by the lowest detected energies, near the threshold.
than ten orders of magnitude

This is evidenced by the more

range in NV for the range of thresholds considered.

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T
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For a given effective detector
of Nmi. ss a function
detector

volume V and energy threshold

with V = 100 km3 and EFin = 1O’r eV is sensitive to

N > 10s5 when 7 = 4, and N > 3.10”

tor characteristics

the value

of 7 can be obtained from the graph in Fig. 5. An acoustic

like DUMAND

Alternatively,

E$‘,

when 7 = 1.5.

given a definite neutrino

spectrum, one may determine the detec-

necessary to bring it under investigation.

Consider as an example

the model of Hill, Schramm, and Walker* for the isotropic neutrino flux arising from
the disintegrations

of superconducting

themselves subsequently

cosmic strings into heavy fermions

decay. The neutrino

which

flux is influenced both by the msss

of the heavy fermion and by the history of the magnetic field of the Universe. The
magnetic field strength is taken to be related to redshift .a as

B(z) = Bo. (I+

z)-“‘;,

(5.2)

where the present value of the cosmic magnetic field is Bo = 10mg gauss. For a
fermion msss rn~ = 10 ” GeV/cs suggested by theories of electronuclear
and p = -i,

the flux of electron-neutrinos

and antineutrinos

unification

is characterized

by

N = 5. 10ur and 7 = 1.5 up to energies greater than lo*’ eV. The flux of muonneutrinos

is about the same .r’ A detector with energy threshold

Ep

= 10” eV

requires a volume of - 1 km3 to see one upward v. event per year, and only about
10-l km3 to see one downward
constrains the neutrino

Ye event per year. The Fly’s Eye detector already

flux. as remarked in Ref. 8.

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T
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The Fly’s Eye observations place an upper limit on the quantity

I (E,“‘“) = jE,;. dEvUVN

(EY)

(5.3)

i(Ev).

Y

For downward

going events, I(E,min = 10”

10’s eV) < 3.8. 10-46(sec sr)-*,

and I(E;‘”

eV) < 10-45(sec sr)-*,
= 10lg eV) < lo-‘“(set

scaling out the cross section at the detection

threshold,

l(Ezin

=

sr)-l.*s

By

we define the convenient

quantity

m(EF’“)

G

’
o,N

/

(EF)

dn/
downward

~E,u,,N(E,)~,(E,).

(5.4)

EF’-

In Fig. 6 we plot versus EFin the Fly’s Eye upper bound on 5, computed
our evaluation

of the neutrino-nucleon

models of neutrino

fluxes:

neutrinos

cross section.

We also plot 5 for several

from the point source Cygnus X-3,3 atmo-

spheric neutrinos,23 and neutrinos arising from the decay of superconducting
strings,* for p = -i

strings.

to those arising from the disintegration

The spectrum

calculated

under the assumption

neutrinos

excluded8 by the combination

are not a signifi-

of superconducting
that p = -$,

responds to a cosmic magnetic field that scales with radiation

neutrino

cosmic

and 0.

At energies accessible to the Fly’s Eye, atmospheric
cant background

using

cosmic

which cor-

(energy) density, is

of the Fly’s Eye upper limits and our evaluation of the

cross section. The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows the level at which a 1 km3

water detector would yield one event per year. On average over the energy range

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T
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covered, the effective volume of the Fly’s Eye is about 0.2 km3 water equivalent.
To push the sensitivity

of such an apparatus

down to the p = 0 event rate would

require a volume of about 10 km3 for downward

neutrinos,

and about 100 km3 for

the detection of upward neutrinos.
We also show in Fig. 6 the cross-section weighted flux for bright-phase

models

with z = 4 and 6, with ri = 1.5 and 2.5. A 1 km3 detector volume could detect the
neutrino flux associated with the most optimistic
ri = 1.5, as we have demonstrated
other choices of (z,Y~) exhibit

bright phase model with z = 6 and

in Sec. IV. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 indicating

graphically

some of the results of Tables 2 and 3.

Volumes on the order of 3-100 km3 are required to detect such fluxes.
For completeness, we have included in Fig. 6 the cross-section-weighted flux

mfor

a point source. AssumingZ6 that collisions of protons accelerated by Cygnus X-3 with
the envelope of the companion

star produce pions which ultimately

yield a photon

spectrum with index 7 = 2, Gaisser and Starrev have made a theoretical
of the period averaged differential
This neutrino

calculation

flux of muon neutrinos at the surface of the earth.

flux enters into the expression for 5. It is straightforward

to make a

comparison of point sources and isotropic sources in terms of 5. Below E,m'" 1: 10"
eV, a detector volume much less than 1 km3 is adequate for detecting
from Cygnus X-3, however, atmospheric
problem.

neutrinos

neutrinos

present a serious background

FERMILAB-Pub-87/66-T
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CONCLUSIONS

VI.

We have calculated cross sections for charged current and neutral current interactions of UHE neutrinos.
neutrino

By combining these cross sections with models for cosmic

sources, we have made a quantitative

effective volume required
otic origin.

Detection

to detect UHE neutrinos

of the water equivalent

of both conventional

and ex-

with effective volumes on the order of 10 - 100 km3 can

place significant constraints
superconducting

evaluation

on bright phase models of galactic evolution and on the

cosmic string scenario for galaxy formation.
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Table 1: Events per year initiated
interactions

by a diffuse cosmic neutrino

of the observed cosmic-ray

proton

spectrum

a volume of water 100 km3 at a depth of 4000 m.w.e.
assumed sensitive to the interactions

of neutrinos

(at redshift

Without

shadowing

1.5

2.0.10-i

1.8

8.7.10-*

4.4.10-Z

2.0

5.3.10-2

2.7.10-*

2.2

2.9.10-2

1.5.10-r

2.5

1.2.10-2

6.0.10-s

3.0
- i

1.2.10-3

6.1.10-’

f

is

with E, > 10” eV. The results

7i

z = 0) for

The acoustic detector

for E, > 10’s eV are larger by no more than 1%.

-

flux produced by

1.0*10-1
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Table 2: Events per year initiated

by a diffuse cosmic neutrino

flux in a bright

phase model with z = 4 for a volume of water 100 km3 at a depth of 4000 m.w.e.
The acoustic detector
E, > lO”(lO’s)

is assumed sensitive to the interactions

eV.
-

7i
-

Without

1.5

1.5.10+* (1.7.10+*)

7.9.10fi

1.8

6.5.10+’ (7.2.10+‘)

3.4.10+’ (3.8.10+‘)

2.0

4.0.1o+r (4.4.10+‘)

2.1.10+1 (2.3.10f’)

2.2

2.2.10+’ (2.4.10+‘)

1.2.10+1 (1.3.10+‘)

2.5

8.8 (9.8)

4.7 (5.2)

3.0
-

shadowing

9.0.10-i

(1.0)

With shadowing

4.8.10-i

(8.8.10f’)

(5.3.10-l)

of neutrinos

with

-24-

Table 3: Events per year initiated

FERMILAB-Pub-87166-T

by a diffuse cosmic neutrino

flux in a bright

phase model with Z = 6 for a volume of water 100 km3 at a depth of 4000 m.w.e.
The acoustic detector

is assumed sensitive to the interactions

E, > 101T(1016) eV.
7i

Without shadowing

With shadowing

1.5

1.1*10+s (1.3.10+3)

5.8.10+* (7.3.10+*)

1.8

4.7.10+s (5.8.10+*)

2.5.10+* (3.2.10+*)

2.0

2.9.10+* (3.6.10+*)

1.5*10+* (1.9.10+s)

2.2

1.6.10+* (2.0.10+s)

8.4*10+’ (1.1.10+2)

2.5

6.4.1O+l (8.0.10+‘)

3.5*1o+i (4.4.10f’)

3.0
-

6.8 (8.4)

-

3.6 (4.6)

of neutrinos

with
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

(a) Cross sections for UN interactions
u(vN

+ @X), dashed line: a(vN

at high energies.

-+ vX),

Dotted

line:

solid line: total (charged

current plus neutral current) cross section. (b) Same quantities

for UN

interactions.
Figure 2:

Interaction

lengths in earth for neutrinos.

interaction

length, dashed line: neutral current interaction

line: total interaction

length.

Dotted line: charged current

The heavy horizontal

length, solid

line indicates one

earth diameter.
Figure 3:

Shadowing factor (3.2) for a detector on the earth’s surface, integrated
over azimuth, as a function of the zenith angle 8, for neutrinos of 1013,
lo”,

lo”,

and 10” eV incident on the earth. Half the upward flux lies

between 90” and the angles indicated by black dots.
Figure 4:

Spectrum jv(EY) of cosmic electron-neutrinos
indices qi = 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 produced

for injection spectra with

at characteristic

redshifts z =

0, 4, and 6. [After Hill and Schramm, Ref. 7.1 The spectrum of muonneutrinos
Figure 5:

is approximately

the same.

Dependence on neutrino spectral index of the effective detector volume
V times flux normalization

N required for one interaction

of an upward

FERMILAB-Pub-37166-T

-3s

going (solid lines) or downward

going (dashed lines) neutrino per year

for detector thresholds represented as cuts on minimum neutrino energy
between 10” and 10” eV.
Figure 6:

The cross-section-weighted
neutrino

as a function

of the minimum

energy required for detection, for various sources of high en-

ergy neutrinos.

Dashed lines are for bright-phase

(z,?~). The atmospheric
disintegrating
neutrinos

flux m(E;‘“)

v,, or pN flux is from Ref. [23]. The fluxes for

superconducting

or antineutrinos.

are approximately

models labeled by

cosmic strings (SCCS) refer to electronThe corresponding

muon-neutrino

fluxes

the same. The bold solid line is the upper limitz5

for v. -+ e interactions

from the Fly’s Eye detector.

The v,, or p,, flux

for the point source Cyg X-3 is taken from Ref. [3]. The dotted line
indicates the flux for which a 1 km3 water detector would register one
event per year above the specified neutrino

energy threshold.
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